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Figure 1: Diminishing a calendar from user view. Right side image shows original input from a color camera. A calendar on that image has been diminished using our system and the result can be seen on the left side image.

ABSTRACT

Diminished reality (DR) research aims to develop methods to visually hide objects from real scenes. One or more cameras capture a scene where some objects, called the occluding objects, are ‘diminished’ by an DR system. To do this in real time we need to use multiple cameras. We introduce a novel multi-camera DR system utilizing an RGB-D camera to hide arbitrary trackable objects from a scene. In our case, the scene background does not have to be planar for the system to work and we can handle scene changes in real time. Additionally, we introduce color correction technique to merge image content originating from different cameras and also demonstrate method to repair images with partially missing content.
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1 INTRODUCTION

Diminished reality (DR) is a research field concerned with providing users an indirect view of the world where some objects have been made invisible. In other words, some device records user surroundings, then removes some objects from the view using image manipulation and finally presents the result to the user. Such device could be a wearable computer or hand-held device such as smartphone. The diminished reality concept is demonstrated in Figure 1 where we show one of the results of our system.

There are many approaches to diminished reality. Some methods, such as image inpainting, make guesses of possible image content based on patterns found on images. Another set of methods, based on videos, utilize series of images from camera to piece together backgrounds of objects to be removed from user view. We are interested in approaches which can achieve realistic diminished reality in real time. The inpainting methods cannot always give truthful results as there are limits to guessing image content and video based methods cannot always work in real time. To achieve realistic real-time diminished reality, we need to place multiple cameras into the scene to see hidden areas behind occluding objects.

Previously, most systems have attempted the use of multiple color cameras to develop understanding of the scene structure. This work introduces different approach using an RGB-D camera to see the hidden areas of the scene. In recent years, Kinect devices developed by Microsoft brought RGB-D cameras to consumer living rooms and new projects, such as Google Tango, are trying to introduce the RGB-D camera technology to smartphones. Therefore, we expect that RGB-D cameras will become more common in future.

In this paper we show that it is possible to achieve realistic diminished reality with only two cameras – a color camera and an RGB-D camera. While two camera DR systems have been developed before, our system importantly does not require the background of scenes to be planar. The background structure can not only be of any shape but it can also change and move freely.

We also address the issue of color calibration and relighting. By using different types of cameras at different viewpoints in the scene, we invariably have to deal with lighting differences of images obtained from cameras. Additionally, we show how to apply image inpainting techniques within our framework to fill in content of areas where scene reconstruction has failed. Finally, we demonstrate our system in two sample scenes where we diminish different objects.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. After introducing related works, we explain our proposed method which includes sys-
2 RELATED WORKS

The diminished reality term refers to systems capable of hiding objects from scenes. This definition is very broad and has resulted in articles with varying approaches to diminished reality to be published. Review of some earlier DR work can be found in paper by Mori et al. [8]. In the following subsections we summarize previous relevant research. All of the papers presented here can work in real time and use multiple cameras.

One important aspect of all DR works is the amount of scene complexity a DR system can handle. Hence, we start from works that can only handle scenes with planar backgrounds, and then move on to works which can handle more complex backgrounds.

Zokai et al. [12] introduced the main concepts of diminishing objects with planar and piecewise planar backgrounds by using a paraperspective background model.

Enomoto et al. [1] also demonstrate a system for diminishing objects in front of planar background. While previous work by Zokai et al. [12] considered the region of the occluding object to be known, Enomoto et al. deduce the occluding area by comparing pixels of different camera images. As a weakness, this sort of pixel-by-pixel comparison does not work if the occluding object has no color variation across its surface or if the number of cameras capturing scene is low.

Jarusirisawad et al. [6] demonstrate a DR system that can handle moving cameras. In this work the background model has to be created before system is put into use.

Another Jarusirisawad et al. [5] paper demonstrates a system capable of removing occluding objects from scene without requiring the background of the scene to be planar. The method in question utilizes a large number of freely placed color cameras to gather information about the scene. The core method for object removal is plane–sweep algorithm (PSA). The PSA could be considered as a very simple form of multi–view stereo (MVS). As with most MVS algorithms, the computation is very expensive and the real-time requirements resulted in reconstruction quality tradeoffs – only smallish objects with strong contrast difference with background were effectively diminished.

Honda et al. [4] developed a system capable of diminishing objects in scenes with complex backgrounds. In their approach, the background is scanned before system use and stored as a 3D model. During system operation, the background of occluding objects is rendered using this model.

A recent work from Sugimoto et al. [10] realizes a DR system using three rigidly fixed RGB-D cameras to see behind a robotic arm. The approach is interesting for the use of multiple depth-sensing cameras. However, while the three dimensional structure of the scene is considered, the background model is not reconstructed. For every pixel, an evaluation function chooses best camera for showing background. As the robotic arm is only half–diminished, no color correction methods are used.

3 PROPOSED METHOD

3.1 System overview

Reconstruction of the scene can be a very difficult task when only color cameras are available. The RGB-D cameras could be utilized to solve those problems. By obtaining a stream of depth maps, we can gather information about the scene structure in much easier manner. We construct our system on the idea that RGB-D cameras can help realize real–time diminished reality within dynamic scenes.

The setup of our system contains two cameras – a color camera and an RGB-D camera. The occluding objects seen by color camera are diminished using imagery seen from RGB-D camera. Essentially, the purpose of the RGB-D camera is to see hidden areas in the scene. This conceptual setup is illustrated in Figure 2.

Before explaining the way of utilizing the camera images, we discuss temporal issues of camera streams. It is tempting to utilize data from multiple frames of images, as in video based DR systems, to enhance the scene quality or fill in areas that cannot be seen from any camera at some moment. However, we argue that this approach will bend the reality of the scene. Some objects might have moved when cameras could not observe them. By utilizing data from previous frames, those objects remain visible in their prior locations, making the scene unrealistic. Returning to our concept of dimin-

![Figure 2: System setup diagram. The color camera sees some occluding object from the front. In this diagram, a calendar object was chosen as an example. The task of the RGB-D camera is to observe the hidden area behind the calendar highlighted in a blue box. Images from the actual scene are shown in the bottom of the diagram.](image)

![Figure 3: Overview of major system processes and their ordering by execution.](image)
to turn this shape information into final occlusion mask. In case of complex shapes we could render the whole 3D object to the occlusion mask using computer graphics techniques. However, some simple shapes, such as the calendar object in Figure 4, can be handled in a faster way. It can be seen that the outline of a rectangular object, such as the previously shown calendar, or any box-shaped object for that matter is always a convex polygon, regardless of the viewing angle. In case of convex shapes, we can ignore the internal structure of an object and only use its vertices to generate a convex hull i.e. the object outline. After obtaining a convex hull of the object we can fill it and obtain an occlusion mask.

Another detection method, the color blob based detector, works by finding objects with certain color and shape. First, we apply a watershed-based blob detection algorithm to find all blobs in the image. Every found blob is then evaluated to see if it fits the object description. The process of checking object color is carried out as follows. The blob pixels are converted to HSV color space and average color values are calculated for all color channels. This process is also carried out on a set of training images of the object. We can measure variance of each color channel across the training data. This is useful when making actual evaluation of the blob colors – the average values of colors are allowed to vary around one variance distance of training data average color values. Finally, we can also apply some simple shape detection heuristics to further validate objects. For circle shapes, such as a ball used in experiments, we calculate the bounding box of every blob. If the width and height ratio is close to one, then the object might be a circular object. This process excludes many false-positive blobs that pass color checking.

The occluding object detection process is identical for both color and RGB-D camera. However, the way of using the occlusion masks from detection is completely different. In the following we describe both use cases. The RGB-D camera occlusion mask is used to exclude pixels from scene reconstruction. Essentially, the RGB-D camera depth map values are set to invalid values in areas where occluding objects were found. By removing occluding objects from RGB-D camera, it is guaranteed that such objects will not be included in scene reconstruction. The color camera occlusion mask is used after scene reconstruction, in compositing phase, and explained in corresponding section of this work in detail.

3.3 Scene reconstruction

The scene reconstruction method explained here expands on our previous work [7].

Very straightforward approach for projecting RGB-D images to the color camera view might be to project all RGB-D camera depth pixels separately to the color camera. This would, however, result in a sparse map of depth pixels in the other camera view. The problems with this approach are as follows. First, filling in the sparse map of depth pixels can be computationally expensive as we need to search the neighborhood of every depth pixel for other pixels and then interpolate values between them. Secondly, the final result of our system should be a color image, not a depth map. This means that we need to carry out the procedure of interpolating not only depth map, but also the color image between sparse depth map points in the target view image. Latest RGB-D cameras, such as Microsoft Kinect 2, tend to have color images many times the resolution of depth map. This process would essentially upsample the depth map to the color image resolution and hence inflate the transformation operations. Upsampling of the depth map does not increase the amount of information about the surroundings, so it would be reasonable to try to use a scene reconstruction method that works directly with the original depth map.

We decide to approach the problem from a different angle. To be able to render the scene at different viewpoint we first generate some other representation of the depth map that is easier and more reliable to process. Computer graphics research has brought
us many powerful tools to deal with rendering of 3D data. It would make sense to leverage the available systems for our use. Typical computer graphics methods expect triangles for rendering. So it is important to realize a transition from RGB-D camera depth map to a set of triangles that make up the scene. The way we achieve that is later explained in scene reconstruction section in detail.

3.3.1 Step-discontinuity constrained triangulation

We have selected the so-called step-discontinuity constrained triangulation (SDCT) method [3] to generate triangle meshes out of RGB-D camera depth maps. This process is illustrated in Figure 5. The core idea in SDCT is that neighboring pixels in depth map typically correspond to close points in real scene. Therefore, triangles can be formed between space points defined by neighboring depth pixels to reconstruct an object’s surface.

Triangle generation alone, however, is not enough. As seen in Figure 5, triangle mesh should be broken or segmented between different objects. In case we do not carry out the segmentation, any sort of viewpoint change will reveal triangles that join foreground and background objects, making the scene look incorrect.

The segmentation procedure is implemented in very simple way in SDCT. Namely, any sort of depth change between neighboring triangles over certain constant discontinuity threshold will mean that the neighboring pixels are part of different objects. Hence, any triangles between such depth pixels should be deleted. Empirically values around 5 cm for this value were found to be producing good results.

3.3.2 Issues with SDCT

The segmentation method implies that surfaces with normals at very low angles relative to rays cast from camera might be removed by the procedure. In other words, if an object’s surface is oriented such that the depth measurements of neighboring depth pixels differ more than the discontinuity constant then this surface is excluded from reconstruction. By knowing RGB-D camera properties we can calculate the angle of a surface at which it becomes invisible at different distances from the camera.

The calculation of minimum allowed surface angle in regions close to camera principal axis is illustrated in Figure 7. Writing down trigonometric relations of two triangles from the diagram we obtain

\[(x + d) \tan \alpha = d \tan \beta, \quad (1)\]

where \(\beta\) is the minimum allowed angle of the surface, \(\alpha\) the angle between rays cast from two neighboring depth pixels of the camera, \(x\) the distance from camera to the object surface and \(d\) the discontinuity constant. We can extract the value of interest, \(\beta\), and get

\[\beta = \arctan \left( \frac{x + d}{d \tan \alpha} \right). \quad (2)\]

The depth camera used in our experiments, Microsoft Kinect 2, has horizontal field of view of 70° and 512 pixels in horizontal direction. The angle \(\alpha\) between rays cast from depth pixels depends on pixel coordinates in image plane. The value is highest near the principal axis, where \(\alpha = 0.156^\circ\), and lower elsewhere, such as at the edge of the depth map, where \(\alpha = 0.103^\circ\). The effect of surfaces becoming invisible is stronger at larger \(\alpha\) values, so in the following we only consider the extreme case of \(\alpha = 0.156^\circ\) for estimation purposes. Given discontinuity constant of \(d = 5\) cm, we can calculate minimum surface angles at different distances. Our system is designed for indoor use and generally no scene in the experiments had dimensions over 5 meters. At 5 meters \(\beta = 15.2^\circ\) and at the much more common distance of 2.5 meters \(\beta = 7.7^\circ\). At those angles the surface is barely visible. Since so little is being seen of the surface, the reconstruction would also be very low quality. Hence, it is reasonable to exclude such areas from reconstruction in any case.

3.3.3 GPU acceleration

The SDCT reconstruction has been implemented in OpenGL shaders for accelerated execution on GPUs. The whole process has been divided between vertex, geometry and fragment shaders. In the following we describe the shaders in detail.

In the theoretical description, the triangle mesh generation, viewpoint transformation and rendering of the scene are considered as separate steps and carried out in this order. In practice, however, we can reorder some operations for the purpose of optimization. Also, we do not need to store any intermediate results such as the

![Figure 5: Step-discontinuity constrained triangulation (SDCT). A sample 16x16 pixel area has been cut out of RGB-D camera depth frame. The SDCT procedure was applied to this cutout and the resulting triangles are shown in the lower part of the figure. Light grey pixels are further away from the camera than the dark grey pixels. As can be seen from the diagram, triangles corresponding to different objects have been correctly segmented to different triangle meshes.](image)

![Figure 6: Minimum surface angle problem definition. Our task is to estimate the minimum allowed angle \(\beta\) where surface is still visible.](image)
\[ \alpha \] is the distance to surface. \( T \) is the angle between rays cast from two neighboring depth pixels. \( d \) is normally orders of magnitude smaller than the distance between camera and surface.

Triangle must be facing forward.

\( R_p \) is the discontinuity threshold and \( x \) is the distance to surface from camera. This sort of simplification is possible by noting that the disparity threshold \( d \) is normally orders of magnitude smaller than the distance \( x \) between camera and surface.

\[ p' = Rp + T, \] (3)

where \( R \) and \( T \) are respectively the rotation and translation of viewpoint transformation.

Geometry shader is responsible for forming triangles between vertices calculated in vertex shader step. List of all theoretically possible triangle formations have been calculated in advance. Essentially, the geometry shader only has to go through the list and verify if a particular triangle is valid or not according to a set of rules and output them accordingly. The validation rules are as follows:

- **All triangle vertices must be valid.** Typically all real world depth maps contain at least some invalid depth points due to bad camera performance or occlusions.

- **Depth value difference between any two vertices of the triangle must be less than the discontinuity constant.** This rule hides triangles that would otherwise connect separate objects to a single mesh as discussed in previous subsections.

- **Triangle must be facing forward.** This rule makes sure that any back sides of objects are not made visible.

Final stage of the pipeline is using fragment shader. To output a color image we need to color in triangles generated in previous steps. We already have both the vertex coordinates and corresponding texture coordinates for every triangle. OpenGL automatically interpolates texture coordinates within triangles and performs color lookups.

### 3.4 Compositing

#### 3.4.1 Ingredients for compositing

Figure 8 shows inputs to the compositing phase of our system. Our objective is to only hide occluding objects and therefore we only need to replace the image content of that region in color camera images. The main source for that replacement data comes from previously discussed scene reconstruction phase.

It is not guaranteed that scene reconstruction always succeeds in all image areas. For example, due to the positioning of the RGB-D camera we cannot see some hidden regions completely, or the RGB-D camera is unable to read depth values in some image areas. The second issue is also visible in the Figure 8, where a metallic object causes holes in the RGB-D camera depth image and in turn results in some parts being missing from reconstruction image.

Fortunately, it is possible to develop an understanding of areas missing from reconstruction image. The scene reconstruction process, introduced in the previous section, saves final images in the 4-channel RGBA format. First three channels are the common RGB colors. However, the last channel, alpha, serves the purpose of indicating whether a pixel was written during rendering. Therefore we can construct two masks from this alpha channel: a valid pixels mask and missing pixels mask. In both cases we constrain the masks to the regions of occluding objects.

In the following subsections we explain how the pixel masks are used to generate a composite result of color camera and reconstruction images. In a nutshell, the valid pixels from reconstruction are copied using a color correction technique and the content of missing pixels is generated using image inpainting methods.

#### 3.4.2 Color correction with seamless cloning

Most DR systems have opted to use homogenous set of cameras in demonstrations. This means that due to same lens and imaging sensors the colors across camera views are similar. In our case, however, there is a need to deal with very different cameras. This problem also exists in consumer applications where, for example, smartphone users have different device models and hence have cameras with wildly varying parameters. It is hard to expect that color calibration data would be available for all cameras. A good solution should work without calibration data.

It should be obvious that color differences can also arise from scene lighting – same cameras at various viewpoints perceive scene differently. This sort of problems have been considered in the field of relighting research.
Figure 9: Color correction example. (a) shows result created by copying pixels marked as valid from reconstruction image to color camera view without any processing. (b) shows merger of input images using seamless cloning to correct colors.

Figure 10: Image inpainting example. Missing areas on top of metallic surfaces have been repaired by inpainting. Lower left corner and top edge in the image have missing content due to the RGB-D camera field-of-view limits. These areas have also been filled in by inpainting.

Our solution to the problem at hand is to use seamless cloning technique introduced by Perez et al. [9]. Generally, this method seamlessly merges unrelated images. The effect of using this approach in our system can be seen in Figure 9. The method has number of good properties. First, no calibration process is necessary. Secondly, the color camera image colors are preserved, only inserted image is changed. Finally, small mismatches in alignment of input images are fixed automatically because of the seamless property of image insertion.

3.4.3 Guessing missing content with image inpainting

Image inpainting techniques are intensively studied and constitute a subfield of diminished reality on their own. Their purpose is to hide objects by procedurally generating image content by looking at image patterns. Generating content for complex backgrounds is difficult, and probably impossible when there are no repeating patterns. However, smaller areas with limited amount of variation could be filled with generated content. During experiments, we encountered situations where holes in scene reconstruction happened due to small specular objects, such as a steel pipes. To repair those image areas, we applied image inpainting method by Telea et al. [11]. The particular work was specifically advertised as effective in repairing damaged images, where inpainted areas are in limited size. The results of applying inpainting to the areas of missing pixels is shown in Figure 10.

4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

4.1 Setup

The cameras used in the experiments are given in Table 1. The host computer had Intel Core i7-4770K CPU clocked at 3.5 GHz, 16 GB of RAM and GeForce GTX 780 graphics card. The system ran Gentoo Linux operating system.

4.2 Scenes

We set up two scenes to test our system – a ‘calendar’ scene and a ‘ball’ scene. Both are toy problems, but they should convey the generality of our approach. The fundamental difference of the scenes lies in the occluding object detection algorithm being used.

4.2.1 Calendar scene

The objective in calendar scene is to hide a calendar object with attached AR marker. The dimensions of the object are known, including the AR marker position. The detection method was previously explained in object detection section. Results are shown in Figure 11.

4.2.2 Ball scene

The target in ball scene is to detect a blue colored toy ball using blob detection and remove it from the scene. Again, the exact object detection method could be found in object detection section. Results can be seen in Figure 12.

4.3 Performance

System performance related data has been given in Table 2 for all major processing steps of our system. The necessary core operations for system operation are the pose estimation and scene reconstruction. These steps plus simple compositing can easily run in real time – the frame rate is limited only by camera speeds. Therefore we can achieve diminished reality in real time.

Table 1: Camera hardware

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Camera</th>
<th>Color camera</th>
<th>RGB-D camera</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Model</td>
<td>Point Grey Flea3</td>
<td>Microsoft Kinect 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color resolution</td>
<td>1280x1024</td>
<td>1980x1080</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Depth resolution</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>512x424</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Framerate</td>
<td>30 fps</td>
<td>30 fps</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: System operations breakdown with computation time metrics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Operation</th>
<th>avg.</th>
<th>min.</th>
<th>max.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Pose est. and object det.</td>
<td>8.2 ms</td>
<td>8.1 ms</td>
<td>15.7 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Scene reconstruction</td>
<td>12.8 ms</td>
<td>6.6 ms</td>
<td>23.6 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Simple compositing</td>
<td>1.1 ms</td>
<td>1.1 ms</td>
<td>1.2 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Color correction</td>
<td>13256.1 ms</td>
<td>12517.3 ms</td>
<td>14038.3 ms</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Guessing missing content</td>
<td>1871.5 ms</td>
<td>540.9 ms</td>
<td>3128.7 ms</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
However, if we want to add color correction step and guess missing image content then the computational cost is too high for real time execution. These steps are expensive partly due to the algorithmic complexity, but also due to the poor performance of third party implementation of seamless cloning and image inpainting methods.

5 CONCLUSION
In this paper we demonstrated a novel diminished reality system. Our approach allows movement of scene background, occluding objects and all cameras – the system can handle fully dynamic scenes. Additionally, we take care of color differences across cameras to get visually pleasing results and repair image areas where RGB-D camera has failed to capture scene correctly.
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